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Abstract 
In this paper we prove that K-groups of the henselization of some local rings imbed into 
K-groups of the completion of these rings. One of the main tools we use is the Artin approxi- 
mation theorem. @ 1997 Elsevier Science B.V. 
1. Introduction 
Let R be a local ring and let @ denote its maximal ideal. Let R, denote its com- 
pletion at @, Rk denote its henselization at @ [7, Ch. I, Section 41 and let kx3 be the 
residue field for these rings. Let FP (Fk resp.) be the fraction field of R, (Rh, resp.). 
In addition F will denote a number field and 0,~ its ring of integers. Let F, be the 
completion of F at a finite prime v and 0, be the ring of integers in F,. Also 0: 
denotes the henselization of OF at a finite prime v and F,” is the field of fractions of 
0:. Let &(.) denote Quillen K-theory group. In this paper we prove the following 
theorem: 
Theorem. Let RO be a3eld or an excellent discrete valuation ring. Let R be a domain 
which is a local R,-,-algebra essentially of jinite type over Ro. In addition let R be a 
regular ring. Then the natural map: 
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is an imbedding. In addition this map does not need to be surjective in general. 
Gersten’s conjecture implies that the map: 
is injective. In addition the map: 
is also injective (it is actually injective for a map between any two fields). Hence 
Gersten’s conjecture implies that the kernel of the map from our theorem should be 
torsion. We would like to point out that the proof of our theorem does not appeal to 
Gersten’s conjecture. 
We would like to thank C. Weibel for his comments on an earlier version of this 
paper. 
2. Some lemmas and remarks 
Let R (in this section only!) denote any commutative ring with identity. Let us write 
AnR for: 
R[tl, h., . . . > tJ(tf - t1>-.(t,2 - tn). 
Put T = (tl, t2,. . . , t,) and a(T) = (tf-tl)...(ti-t,). Observe that CC(T) = tfti...ti+ 
(terms of total degree < 2n). 
Lemma 1. If R c S are two commutative rings with identity then A”R + A”S is an 
imbedding. 
Proof. We can check that AnZ is flat over Z using [7, Chap. I, Proposition 2.11. So 
the lemma follows by tensoring the imbedding R + S by A”Z over Z. 0 
Lemma 2 ([4, Corollary 5.31). Let R be a domain. Then A”R* = R* for n > 1 and 
AIR* = R* @ R", where upper star denotes units in an appropriate ring. 
Proof. Left to the reader. 0 
Remark 1. Let R be a commutative, regular ring with identity. Then by [4, Corollary 
5.41 or [lo, p. 3511, we have (for n > 0): 
K,(R) = KI(AI”R)/KIW 
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Remark 2. Let R be a field or the ring of integers in a number field or a local ring. 
Then K,(R) = R* [8, p. 281. Hence if R is a field or the ring of integers in a number 
field or R is a regular, local ring which is a domain, then by Remark 1 and Lemma 2 
we get (cf. [7, Corollary 5.31): 
E;,(R) = K,(A”R)/KI(R) = (SKl(A”R) @ R*)/R* = SK,(A”R). 
3. Proof of the theorem 
Observe that the cases n = 0 and n = 1 are obvious since R, and Ri are local 
rings, cf. [8, Lemma 1.2, p. 51 and [8, p. 281. So take it > 1. By Remark 2 we know 
that: K,,(Ri>) = SKl(A”Ri.) and K,(R,) = SK,(A”R,). Let A E SL(AnRk) be a matrix 
whose class [A] E SKl(A”Ri) maps to zero in SKl( A"R, ). Hence by Lemma I we 
can write A E E(A”R,). So A = ni j i e$ in SL(A”R,) with some indexes i, j, and 
1 E A”R,. Let i denote also a representative modulo CI( 2’) in R,[T]. Let 
1 = i(T) = i(t1, . . ..t.) = -j$@)JTJ 
J 
where J = (jl ,...,j,,) and TJ = tj’ ...tk. Put 1 
J-o(T) = C4WJ, 
where x(A)J are formal variables. The indexing in the sum for no(T) is the same as 
in the sum for n(T). 
Let g be the matrix ni,j,, ei E E(R,[T]) and let g&T) be its Ik entry. 
Let f be a matrix over Rh,[T] congruent to A modulo the ideal a( T)Ri, [T]. 
f/k(T) be the Zk entry of A. Then: 
(*) j-l/(T) = glk(T) + &(04T), 
where hrk(T) is the Zkth entry of a matrix h over R,[T]. As before we write 
MT)o = C YJ/T~‘, 
J’ 
Let 
where y~r is a formal variable. Multiplying out the product of matrices n,,,,, e*(r) we 
get a matrix whose Zkth entry is denoted by g&T)O. Consider the formal equations: 
(**) f4T) = gr4T)o + &(T)o4T). 
Comparing the coefficients on both sides of (**) of the polynomials in TJ we will 
get a system of equations: 
(***) Fdx(~)J,YJ’) = 0 
in variables x(n)J and y~f. This system of equations is indexed (roughly speaking) 
by I, k, 2, J, J’. We see that the coefficients of equations (* * *) are in Rk. Looking 
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at the equations (*), (w), (* * *) we see that (* * *) has solutions in R,. Hence by 
Artin approximation theorem, [3, Theorem 16, p. 911, we see that the system (* **) 
has solutions in Ri. So the system (**) has also solutions in Ri. So it shows that 
A E E(A”R;). 0 
For the examples where the map from the theorem is not surjective, see Corollary 
1 and Remark 3 below. 
Corollary 1. The natural maps K,(O,h) -+ ~~(0”) and K,,(Fi) -+ K,(F,) are injective. 
Proof. The first map is just a special case of the theorem. Indeed let O(,) denote the 
localization of 0,~ at a prime v. Then O(,) is an excellent discrete valuation ring (see 
[3, p. 781 and [6, p. 2601) whose henselization and completion are respectively 0: and 
0,. For the second map the claim obviously holds for the case II = 0 and n = 1. For 
n > 1 it follows immediately from the injectivity of the first map by comparison of 
the Quillen localization sequences for the fields F,” and F,. 0 
Remark 3. The maps in Corollary 1 do not need to be surjective. It is obvious that 
these maps are not surjective for n = 1. Take n > 1. Observe that K,,(O,h) is count- 
able. Indeed K,(Of) = lim-+~Kn(O~,(w)) which is a countable direct limit of countable 
groups. The direct limit is over finite extensions L of F contained in F,” and OL,(,,,) 
is the localization of 0~ at a finite place w = 0~ n vh where vh denotes the maximal 
ideal of 0:. Hence this direct limit is countable. So by corresponding Quillen local- 
ization sequences K,(F,h) is also countable. Notice that K,(Oz) is torsion for n even 
and n > 0. Its rank is infinite for n odd (cf. [l, Theorem 21). On the other hand 
K,JF,) is uncountably generated as an abelian group ([2, Proposition 5. lo] and [lo, 
Corollary 5.31. Hence by Quillen localization sequence [9], K,(O,) is also uncountably 
generated. Hence the maps from Corollary 1 are not surjective for n > 1 either. 
Corollary 2. Let the assumptions be as in the theorem. Let 1 be a prime number 
relatively prime to the characteristic of k,. Then the natural maps: 
K,@, )[lkl + KdR, )Vkl 
and 
are isomorphisms. In particular the I torsion subgroups of K,,(Rh,) and K,,(R,) are 
isomorphic and the cokernel of the map: 
is divisible by 1. 
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Proof. Consider the following commutative diagram: 
0 -+ Kn(Rh,)/lk + K,,(Rh,;Z/lk) 4 K,_,(Rh,)[lk] -+ 0 
1 I 1 
0 -+ Kn(R,)/lk + Kn(R,;Z/lk) -+ K,_I(R&[Z~] + 0 
The middle vertical arrow in this diagram is an isomorphism since both source and 
target of this map are naturally isomorphic to K,(k,; Z/Zk) by Gabber’s rigidity theorem 
[5]. Our theorem implies that the right vertical arrow in the diagram is injective. Hence 
Corollary 2 holds by simple diagram chasing. 0 
Remark 4. Let G be an abelian group. Let GI denote the l-torsion part of this group. 
By [5] or [l l] and the Bockstein sequence argument we can check that the second part 
of Corollary 2 (after the words “In particular...“) follows solely from Gabber’s rigidity 
theorem if k, is finite. In particular, Gabber’s rigidity theorem implies that the map 
is an isomorphism for all I, relatively prime to the characteristic of the residue field. Our 
theorem gives additional information about this map when 1 divides the characteristic 
of the residue field. 
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